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ABSTRACT 
Given n-square Hermitian matrices A,B, let A,,B, denote the principal (n - l)- 
square submatrices of A,& respectively, obtained by deleting row i and column i. 
Let I”, X be independent indeterminates. The first main result of this paper is the 
characterization (for fixed i) of the polynomials representable as det( CA, -MS,) in 
terms of the polynomial det( pA -xB) and the elementary divisors, minimal indices, 
and inertial signatures of the pencil pA -U. This result contains, as a special case, 
the classical interlacing relationship governing the eigenvalues of a principal sub- 
matrix of a Hermitian matrix. The second main result is the determination of the 
number of different values of i to which the characterization just described can be 
simultaneously applied. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A and B be n-square Hermitian matrices, X a variable scalar, and Ai 
the principal (n - 1)-square submatrix of A obtained by deleting row i and 
column i, 1 < i < n. When B is positive definite, the roots of det(A-M) =O 
are real, and are interlaced by the roots of det(A, -MI,) =O, for each fixed i. 
This known fact reduces when B is the identity to the better known 
interlacing inequalities connecting the eigenvalues of A with the eigenvalues 
of its principal submatrix A,, and for arbitrary definite B can be proved [7] 
by utilizing the (also well known) simultaneous conjunctive reduction of A, B 
to diagonal form; this reduction is always possible when B is definite. Less 
well known is that a canonical simultaneous reduced form under conjunctiv- 
ity exists for A, B even when neither matrix is definite. This reduced form 
depends on the roots of det(A - AB) = 0 and on certain other invariants. 
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Let p, X be independent indeterminates, and define the characteristic 
polynomial of the pencil PA - AB to be det( PA -AB); this is either the zero 
polynomial or a homogeneous polynomial of degree n in p, h. Its roots are 
those of det(A - hp -‘B) together with (possibly) p =O. In this paper we shall 
generalize the classical interlacing inequalities and identify (for fixed i) those 
polynomials representable as the characteristic polynomial det( pAi - ti,) of 
a principal (n - 1)-square subpencil, in terms of the roots and other in- 
variants of the given pencil PA -m. As a special case, when B is positive 
definite we recover the interlacing inequalities. We shall also determine the 
number of different values of i for which the characteristic polynomials of 
the (n - l)-square principal subpencils of PA - XB can be independently 
assigned in accordance with the characterization just mentioned. 
2. THE SIMULTANEOUS REDUCED FORM FOR A PAIR A,B OF 
HERMITIAN MATRICES UNDER CONJUNCTIVITY 
The first part of the paper will be a description of the canonical 
simultaneous reduced form for A,B under conjunctivity, together with a 
sketch of the proof. This description is included because no complete 
statement seems to be available in the literature in a single source. A 
complete discussion will be obtained by adapting portions of several existing 
papers and adding some supplementary material. The following outline is 
organized to best use the most readable of those discussions already in print, 
and therefore may not be the shortest possible. In addition to the references 
cited below, additional related material may be found in [l] and [4]. (The 
reader is cautioned that a number of erroneous statements concerning this 
reduced form are to be found in the literature, e.g., in [2, Theorem 11, p. 
1241.) We present the reduced form most economically by giving it in terms 
of fl -AR, with p,A independent indeterminates. The symbol X* denotes 
the complex conjugate of the transpose of X. We say that X is constant of its 
elements do not involve p or A. 
After this manuscript was completed, a paper by C. S. Ballantine and E. 
L. Yip, “Uniqueness of the nonsingular core for Hermitian and other 
pencils,” was communicated to the editorial board of Linear and Multilinear 
Algebra. This paper may also be consulted with respect to the proofs 
sketched in Sec. 2. It gives arguments more abstract and less computational 
than those to be outlined below. 
LEMMA 1. Let A,B be n-square Hermitian matrices, with B nonsingu- 
km. Then a nonsingular constant matrix X exists such that X*( r_LA -XB)X is 
the direct sum of blocks of the following types I, II, involving parameters 
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I 
. . 
PY-h Y 
an e x e matrix with c = f 1 and y real; 
(11) 
a 2E X 2E matrix with I? nonreal. [DE is defined by (I).] 
The parameter e = + 1 in type I is called the sign or inertial signature 
associated with the block D,(y, p,X). 
Proof. See [5,pp. 5445501, [lO,pp. 4754891, or [8,pp. 359-3711. A 
block of type I corresponds to an elementary divisor (y -A)” of the poly- 
nomial matrix A - XB; a block of type II corresponds to a conjugate pair 
(I.+, (iVqE f 1 o e ementary divisors. (The nonreal elementary divisors of 
A - AB always occur in conjugate pairs.) n 
Observe that det D, ( y, p, h) = ( - l)“(“- ‘)/‘( py - h)“, and that the type-II 
matrix has determinant ( - l)E ( pr - X)E ( pr - X)E. 
LEMMA 2. Let A,B be n-square Hermitian matrices, possibly singular, 
and assume that det(A -XB) is not the zmo polynomial. Then a nonsingular 
constant matrix X exists such that X*( @ -hB)X is a direct sum of blocks 
of types I, II above, and also of the following type III: 
. . 
‘De (~,ILJ) = c . . 
. . 0 
-P x 
an exe matrix, with E= 51. 
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Proof. By hypothesis there exists a nonzero real number s such that 
det(A - sB) #O, since if det(A - sB) =0 for all nonzero real s, then det(A - 
hB) would be the zero polynomial. Let & =A + sB, %I = A - sB. Then 
@ , % are Hermitian and det ‘% #O. Applying Lemma 1 to @ , % , then using 
A=2-‘(&? + a)), B=(2s)-‘(& -a), we see that a nonsingular constant 
matrix Y exists such that Y*( @ -MI) Y is a direct sum of the following 
types: 
P-U 
0 + W-W1 . . c (1) 
0 
v-M W-W 
with a, /3, aI, PI real, e= +I; and 
W--V 
() * W-v, 
0 
. . 
. . 0 
W-v P%-WI 
m-v 
0 * @(?-uJ1 . . 
0 
. 0 
W-V Pa-M, 
(2) 
with CX, p, (or, & not necessarily all real. In none of these direct summands 
do we have (Y = /3 = 0, since this would imply det(A - AB) = 0 identically. If 
P # 0, apply Lemma 1 to the individual blocks (l), (2) to obtain a direct sum 
of types I, II. 
If j3 = 0, then (Y #O. Apply Lemma 1 to the blocks (l), (2) with the roles of 
A, B interchanged. Since the determinants of (l), (2) (for /3 = 0) are powers of 
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1-1 (up factors), the elementary of PA B for 
of all have pe; consequently we obtain blocks corresponding to 
type I, but with y =0 and p and X interchanged, i.e., we obtain type-III 
blocks after replacing E with - e. n 
We call the parameter e = t 1 in type III the sign or inertial signu- 
ture associated with the block D,(co,p,A). Note that det D,(oo,p,X) = 
(-1) 4e- U/2( - g, 
LEMMA 3. Let A,B be Hermitian mutrices,Nwith det( I_IA -hB) possibly 
the zero polynomial. Then a nonsingular constant matrix X exists such that 
X*( WI -hB)X becomes a direct sum of types I, II, III above, and IV below: 
(IV). 
0, 
-A P 
. . 
0 
. . 
. . 
0 -A P 
-A 
CL . 0 
OS-1 
a (26 - l)-square matrix. 
(0, denotes an & -square zero matrix.) Note that D, ( p,h) has rank 
26 -2. 
Proof. This is immediate upon studying [4,pp. 24441, then [9, Sec. 
5,pp. 244-2481. After having read the self-contained discussion in [4], the 
requisite part (Sec. 5) of [9] is easily followed, study of the more complicated 
Sets. 14 being unnecessary. n 
NOTATION. The following notation will be adhered to throughout this 
paper. We group together the blocks of the various types. Let blocks of type 
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I occur for distinct real numbers yr, ~a,. . . , yl, with yi occurring in blocks of 
distinct sizes ei, (rr+r times), ei, (miZ times), . . . , eti, (mis, times), e,, > e,, > . * * 
> e&,, and corresponding inertial signatures Q,, 1 G p & mii, 1 < j < si, 1 < i 
< 1. Let blocks of type II occur for distinct conjugate pairs I’i, T,, . . . , rL, T, 
of nonreal numbers, with Tr, Fr occurring in blocks of distinct sizes 2E,, (M,, 
times), . . . , 2EIs, (M,, times), EII > . * . > Ers,, Z= 1,. . . ,L. Let blocks of type 
III occur with distinct sizes e,, (m,, times),.. ., e,,_ (m,,_ times), with 
e,,>**. >e,,_, and associated inertial signatures emip, p = 1,. . . ,mmi, i 
= ,*..,s 1 Let blocks of type IV occur with parameters F, < . . . < &, . 
Then a n%singular matrix of constants X exists such that 
h> DE,, (;.C.h) 1 
(3) 
The dots denote direct sum. We shall call the right-hand side of this 
equation the canonical reduced form for the ordered Hermitian matrix pair 
A, B under conjunctivity. 
LEMMA 4. The simultaneous conjunctive reduction of the ordered pair 
A, B of Hermitiun matrices given in (3) is unique, apart from rearrangements 
of the order of the direct summands. 
Proof. Set p = 1, and treat A as a polynomial indeterminate. It is easily 
checked that the sole nonconstant elementary divisor of a block cD,(y, 1, h) 
of type I is (y-h)“, that the sole nonconstant elementary divisors of the 
type-II blocks 
are (r -A)E, (r -A)E, and that the type-111 blocks rD,(cc, 1,X) and type-IV 
blocks DE&h) have no nonconstant elementary divisors. The number, size, 
and parameters y,,rl of the type-1 and -11 blocks in (3) are therefore 
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determined by the elementary divisors of A - XB and hence are uniquely 
specified by A, B. Now set X = 1 and regard p as a polynomial indeterminate. 
It is easily checked that only the type-III block ED, (cm, p, 1) yields powers of 
y as elementary divisors; in fact eD,(co,p, 1) has pe as its only elementary 
divisor. The number and size of the type-III blocks is thus determined by the 
elementary divisors belonging to root zero of fi - B, and hence are uniquely 
specified by A, B. It is often convenient to regard elementary divisors of the 
type ~1 e as elementary divisors belonging to root infinity of A - XB. Put p = 1 
again. As in [4], the sizes of the type-IV blocks D, (1,X) are uniquely 
determined by the row vectors u(A) with polynomial entries satisfying 
u(A)(A -XB) =O. Specifically, G, is the degree of the lowest degree nonzero 
vector ui(X) with polynomial entries satisfying u,(A)(A - AB) = 0; then &, is 
the degree of the lowest degree vector u,(A) with polynomial entries and 
independent of u,(A) for which u,(X)(A - AB) = 0, etc. Thus the parameters 
G,, 6,; * * are specified by A, B. These parameters are usually called 
minimal indices. (They are in effect determined by the null space of A -M 
when acting on the space of n-tuples with rational-function entries.) 
To complete the proof of uniqueness, we must show that the inertial 
signatures eiip and eooip are unique. Write the type-IV block as 
0 M PJ) 
&(/-G) 1 0 ’ 
with 
the prime denoting transposition. Here i?, is & X (& - 1). Let % denote the 
right-hand side of (3), and take 8 to be the right-hand side of (3) but with 
the signatures + e,_+ replaced by other signatures aim, a,,. To establish 
the uniqueness of the signatures, we assume 9I and B are conjunctive, say 
Y*%Y =9, where Y is a nonsingular constant matrix. Then Y*%=‘BZ, with 
Z= Y-l. Write 8 as 
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where each of % i,. . .,5X, is a block of one of the types I, II, III, and 
2,m 8, 
k- 2 x mji+ i 5 Mu 
i=l i=l I=1 J=l 
Thus 9l is a partitioned matrix with k + 2s block rows and columns. Partition 
% similarly; then partition Y* = ( Yii), 2 = ( Zir) in a conformal way, 1 < i, i 
< k+2s. From Y*%=%Z we obtain 
Y i,k+Zu CL” =BiZi,k+2u-l, l<i<k, u=l,..., s. (5) 
In c5b q,k+2u and &,k+eu--l are constant matrices, whereas ek depends on 
p,A, and Bd is a block of type I, II, or III. Taking Bi in turn to be of each of 
these three types, it follows from (5) after a recursive comparison of entries 
from each side that Y, k+2u = 0 (and also that Zi k+2u _ i = 0). Certain blocks 
’ _ 
in Y* therefore are 0. If Y comprises the first k block rows and columns of Y, 
it follows from Y*% Y = B by a direct calculation that 
r;“(%,t:*-* 421k)f=231i. *. i%k. (6) 
This calculation makes use of the form (4) of ‘% and the fact that all blocks 
Yi,k+2u, 1 =G i < k, 1 < u < s, are zero. From (6) we see [since the right-hand 
side of (6) has nonzero determinant] that LXr 4 * - . 4 %k and Bi i * * . ia3, 
are themselves conjunctive; that is, we have “canceled’ all type-IV blocks. 
(For an alternative version of this cancellation, see [3].) 
In proving the uniqueness of the signs, we may therefore assume that 
only blocks of types I, II, III appear in %,‘B. Changing notation, we have 
We write %, = J, ( pMi -AK,) where, if 9l, is a block of type I, 
c 
0 ’ 
&=I, 
1 
0 
0 
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if 8, is of type II, 
I- 
Ji = 
0 
-1 
I- 
Mi= 
F 1 
. . 
I, = 
1 
if 9l, is of type III, 
I- 
c 
0 * 
0 ’ 
cz 
0 
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Ki = I, 
0 
. . 
0 
Ki = 
-1 
0 
M,= -1. 
(In these displays, c,y, and I? depend on i.) 
Let J=.J $.a. $6, K=K,/... /I&, M=M,/..* -i-iJ$. Then aL1 
=J(pM-AK). We have a similar decomposition of %=J(/.&f-AK), J 
differing from J only in the signatures, i.e., 6’s in place of E’S. Note that 
MK = KM.< We have 
Y*J( j.SXK)Y=j( @f--AK), 
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so that Y*JMY= Ji\/r, Y*.JKY =.k. Then we have Y*.lMYZZ = fMK =_kM 
= Y*.lKYM. Hence MYK = KYM. 
Partitioning Y = ( Yii), we get Mi YiiKi = Ki YiiMj. Letting i, i be such that i 
corresponds to a block of type I or II, and i to a type-III block, we get 
M, YiiKi = - Yii. This equation gives a recursive relation on the entries of Yii, 
from which we obtain Yii = 0. Similarly Yii = 0 if i corresponds to a type-III 
block, j to a type-1 or -II block. Therefore Y splits. 
Consequently, we deduce that the direct sum of the type-1 and -II blocks 
in IZI is conjunctive to the same direct sum in F+; a similar statement holds for 
the type-III blocks in 2l and B. By the argument in [8, Sec. 3, pp. 3683691, it 
now follows that the eiip in the type-1 blocks are uniquely determined, except 
for the order of the $i, belonging to blocks of a fixed size. The argument in 
[8] applied to the type-III blocks shows the uniqueness of the eooip, except for 
the order of the Q,_+, belonging to blocks of a fixed size. n 
This completes the sketch of proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. An ordered pair A,B of Hermitian matrices may be sirnul- 
taneously conjunctively reduced to a direct sum as shown in (3), in which 
the individual terms are given by formulas I, II, III, IV. This decomposition 
is unique apart from the order of the direct surnmunds. 
TERMINOLOGY. Referring to (3), we say that: 
(i) The yi are the finite real roots of the pencil @ -xB, with associated 
elementary divisors ( pyi - A)e(t (mii times) and signatures eim, for p = 1,. . . , mii, 
i=l,.,., si, i=l,..., 1; we call e,, - eii the defect of the elementary divisor 
( pyi - X)qf; denote it by A(yi, i). 
(ii) The Tr, I1 are the nonreal roots of /.I.A - XB, with associated ele- 
mentary divisors ( pTI - A)Eu, ( p-II;, - h)Eu (each MU times), for J= 1,. . . , S,, 
I=1 , . . . , L; we let A(pr,J) = E,, - E, be the defect of the elementary divisor 
( gr - xp. 
(iii) The pe-f (mWj times) and emjp, for p= l,..., mWj, I= l,..., s, are the 
elementary divisors and signatures belonging to the root cc of @ - hB. We 
call esrl - eWj the defect of the elementary divisor pew,; denote it by A(co, i). 
(iv) The polynomial 
incorporating a maximal degree elementary divisor for each root is the 
minimal polynomial of the pair A, B; if there are no elementary divisors, then 
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m( p,X)= 1; the degree of m( p,A) is 
iV=e,,+..* +q,+e,,+2E,,+.*. +2EL1. 
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(7) 
(v) The polynomial 
det( fi -hB) 
is the characteristic polynomial of the pair A, B. 
(vi) The parameters G, < * * 1 < F, are the minimal indices of fl -xB. 
The characteristic polynomial, if not the zero polynomial, is a homo- 
geneous polynomial of degree n in p,h with real coefficients, and in fact is a 
constant multiple of 
The total number of roots (finite or infinite and counting multiplicities) is n. 
The multiplicity of the infinite root precisely counts the extent to which the 
polynomial det(A - AB) ( f i nonzero) fails to have a full set of n finite roots. 
We now frame the questions to be answered in this paper: Holding the 
right-hand side of (3) fixed, and allowing X to vary over all nonsingular 
matrices of constants, so that A,B become functions of X, describe the 
polynomials achievable as det( fi, -xA,), for fixed t, 1 < t < n, then de- 
termine the number of values of t to which this description can be simulta- 
neously applied. 
3. PRELIMINARY MATERIAL 
We begin with a lemma. 
LEMMA 5. Let f (p,h), g( y,h) be either homogeneous polynomials of 
degree N- 1 in p,A with real coefficients or zero polynomials, where N is 
give_ by (7). Suppose that yI,. ..,yl are distinct real numbers, and 
I’,,FL are distinct nonreal numbers. Then the following conditions 
are necessary and sufficient in order that f ( p,h) = g( p,h): 
d”f(lJ) d”g(LA) 
dh” h_vr= dh” ’ 
v=O,...,e,,-1, (9) 
x=X 
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for each t=l,...,l; 
dDf(lJ) d*g(l,A) 
a” A-r,= a” x+’ v=O,...,E,,-1, (10) 
for each T=l,...,L; 
f (l,A),g(l,X) have the same coefficients on AN-l-” (11) 
for O<u<e,,. 
Proof. The conditions are obviously necessary. Assume that they are 
satisfied. Then f (l,A)-g(l,A), a o p ly nomial of degree < N- 1, has roots yt 
with multiplicity at least e,,, 1 < t < 1, and Pr, f, with multiplicity at least 
E,,, 1 < T < L. Therefore 
where h(A) is a polynomial of degree at most N - 1 - e,, - * . * - err - 
2E,,-..a -2EL1=eml- 1. By examining the highest nonzero coefficient on 
the right-hand side, noting that by hypothesis the corresponding coefficient 
on the left-hand side is zero, we deduce that h(A) = 0. Hence f (1, A) = g(1, A). 
In this polynomial identity set X/p in place of h, thereby obtaining f ( p, A) 
= g( y,h) after multiplication by /J N- ’ The conditions are therefore . 
sufficient. n 
Let adj denote adjugate. We next collect some formulas concerning 
adjugates of certain matrices. Proofs are straightforward. 
(-yy-’ * * * (py-A)e-2(-p) (py-q-l 
=(-1) 
e(e- 1)/2 
(P=y2(-P) . * () 
(lJ,Y -ye-l 
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=(-1)” 
i 
0 4% (F,p,A)detD, (r,p,h) 
adjo, (r,p,X)detD, (r,p,A) 0 
q-q&-’ 
P 26 -2 AP 
26-3 
. . . (pLx)&-1 
XcL 26 -3 ~2~26-4 . . . jp#-Z 
0 
. 
(~A)&-’ jpp . . . AZ&-2 
0 0 
where 
w= [ p-1,+2x ,..., Ayo,O ,...) 01. 
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4. THE CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIAL 
SUBPENCIL OF A SINGULAR PENCIL 
R. C. THOMPSON 
OF A PRINCIPAL 
To simplify the discussion we introduce the following additional 
terminology: 
DEFINITION The n X n Hermitian pencil fi -hB is nonsingdur if its 
canonical decomposition (3) contains no blocks of type IV, and is singular 
otherwise. 
Then @ - XB is nonsingular if and only if its rank (over the field of 
rational functions in p, A) is n. In general, if there are s blocks of type IV, 
then @-XB has rank n-s. 
When /LA -AB is singular, the product of the determinants of the type-I, 
-11, -111 blocks in the canonical decomposition (3) will be called the char- 
acteristic polynomial of the nonsingular part of fl -hB, and denoted by 
C ( p,X). This polynomial is a constant multiple of the polynomial (8). We set 
C ( p, A) = 1 if there are no type -1, -11, or -111 blocks. 
Let @ -hB be a singular Hermitian pencil, with (3) its canonical 
decomposition. Thus 
pA-hB=X*-’ D(p,h)i i ‘D,,(p,h) X-', I (12) j-1 
where D ( p, A) is the direct sum of all type -1, -11, or -111 blocks, so that 
C ( p, A) = det D ( p, A). Taking adjugates of each side, we obtain 
adj(fl--u)=ldetXI-‘X 
I 
adjD(p,h) fi detD&,(y,A) 
j=l 
42 ‘adjDF,(ph) 
i=l 
The (t, t) entry in adj( fi -xB) is det( ,&-_J, where flt-ut is the 
subpencil of @ - AB obtained by deleting row t and column t. Our discus- 
sion now splits into two cases. 
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Case (i) 
Suppose PA -XB has rank < n - 1. Then adj( I_LA - ~_LB) =O; hence 
det( PA, - hB,) = 0 for each t = 1,. . . , n. This proves 
THEOREM 2. Let n > 2. If the n x n Hennitian matrix pencil @ -U3 
has rank < n - 1 over the field of rational functions in p,h, then each of its 
(n - 1)-square principal s&pencils has zero characteristic polynomial. 
Case (ii) 
Suppose now that PA -hB has rank n - 1. Then s = 1, and we simplify 
notation by setting & = &r. (Thus & is the minimal index of the pencil 
PA - XB.) Partitioning the tih row of X into the segments xtl, x, conformally 
with the direct-sum decomposition in the right-hand side of (12), we obtain 
det(pA,-AB,)=ldetXI- 2xnadjDG( p,h)x$ddetD( p,h) 
=~detX~-2~t2w’w~~detD(~,A)(-1)G-’ 
= IdetXI-2h,( p,A)C( p,h)( - 1)’ -l, 
where, upon writing xn in components as xn = (x~, . . . , xtz.2c _2), we have 
G-1 
I( 
& -1 
h,(d)= 2 pG-1--i~kt2i 
j=O 
The polynomial ZiG,-,1~G-1-iXixt2f may, for suitable X and fixed t, be any 
homogeneous polynomial &( p,L,), and then 
h,(d) = k,(d) kt( p,A) a 
We may always complete the tth row of X to a nonzero vector by ap- 
propriate choice of xtr or of xti, G , . , . , x~,~ E_ 2, unless D ( p, A) is absent and 
& = 1. But this can happen only if n = 1. We may absorb ldet X I - ’ into 
k,( p,X), but notice that the highest-degree term in X actually present in 
h,( p,h) has positive coefficient. This leads to 
THEOREM 3. Let n > 2. Suppose the n x n Hennitiun pencil PA - XB has 
rank n - 1 over the field of rational functions in p,X, with C( p,h) the 
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characteristic polynomial of its nonsingular part, and 6 the minimal index 
of t.~ A - AB. Then the polynomials achievable as characteristic polynomial of 
an (n - I)-square principal subpencil of p A - AB are the polynomials of the 
form 
(-I)‘-‘C(y,h)h(C$ 
where h( p,h) is an arbitray homogeneous polynomial, either zero or with (i) 
real coefficients, (ii) even multiplicities for each of its (finite or infinite) real 
roots, (iii) positive coefficient on the leading term in A, and (iv) degree 
2G -2. 
THEOREM 4. Theorem 3 may be simultaneously and inoTependently 
applied to as many as n - & different principal (n - l)-square subpencils of 
PA - XB, but not to a greater number of s&pencils. 
Proof. If we set k,( p,X) = 0 for r values of t, we then obtain Q,, = . . . 
=%2,&-l =0 for r values of t. This produces in X a block of zeros: after row 
rearrangement, X takes the form 
x11 0 
[ 1 x21 &2 ’ 
where X2, is (n - r) X & . If n - r < & , then X2, has dependent columns and 
so X is singular, a contradiction. Thus n - r > & . Conversely, given arbitrary 
values for xtu, ,..., x, &-_i for t=l,..., n - & , so as to produce a block Xi, in 
X, we can complete’X to a nonsingular matrix as follows: 
This choice of X then yields n - & subpencils each having the desired 
characteristic polynomial. 
5. THE CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIAL OF A SINGLE PRINCIPAL 
SUBPENCIL OF A NONSINGULAR HERMITIAN PENCIL 
We assume that the parameter s in (3) is zero, so that the canonical 
decomposition of fl -hB contains only nonsingular blocks, i.e., types 1, II, 
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and III. Taking inverses of each side of (3), then multiplying by det( /AA - 
AB), we get 
0 adj DE, (F,, P, A) 
det(@-AB) 
;;.;.z. 
detGu (~,,p,h) 
x*. (13) 
1-I I-1 P=l 
a$ DE, (r,, IJ, A) 
det( fl -AB) 
defQu (rI,d) ’ 
I 
Take a fixed row of X and partition it into segments 
( . . ..x.. ,fp’“” “mip’...,XI~pIY~p’...) (14) 
corresponding to the direct-sum decomposition in (13). Letting d-xB” be 
the subpencil obtained by deleting from @ -hB the fixed row just men- 
tioned and the same column, we get 
det(I”A--)= i i z ~c~ii,adjD~~(y,,~L,h)X~ 
det( fl -US) 
i=l /=l p=l 
detD (y, ~ h) 
er, 2) ) 
L SI WI 
+ x 2 2 YUPadjDG (I’,,P,~)X& 
det( @-AB) 
I-1 I-1 P=l detD,, (r,,y,A) ’ 
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It is evident, from the formulas listed earlier for det( PA -xB) [see (B)] 
and for the determinants and adjugates of the type -1, -11, -111 blocks, that 
the polynomial 
F( p,X)=det( yA-hB)m( y,X)-’ (16) 
is a common factor throughout (15). (lb is could have been predicted by 
appealing to determinantal divisors.) Thus det( fl- hB) = F ( p, A) f ( p, A), 
where 
Letting x,* for T = 0,. . . , eil - 1 denote the elements of a+ and letting 
X UPR,YUPR for R=O,..., ErI- 1 denote the elements of XUP and Yr,r, re- 
spectively, we now see that f( p,h) = 
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Setting 
ZUPQ = E ‘I,PR ‘UP, Q - R’ 
R=O 
q=o ,...,eii-1, (17.1) 
Q=O ,..., EI,-1, (17.2) 
then putting 
&jq = P$I ‘ijpzifp,? q=o ,...,eii-1, i=l *...Tsi’ i=l ,..*, Loo, (18.1) 
MU 
s,,, = IX ZZJPQ, Q=O,..., &,-1, I=1 ,..., S,, Z=l,..., L, (18.2) 
P-1 
we then obtain 
f&+ i 2 e~l(_lr)“‘-‘(yi~_~)q+“ia.i)~ m(pL,A) 
i=l j=l q=o 59 (y*p-A)“” 
&j-l 
-2 c he,,-l-9 q+A(msi)~ m( LX) !J _ mi9 
p 
ecc.1 
j-1 9-O 
E,-l-Q(rl~_-)Q+A(I‘,,J)~ m(pyh) 
Z--11=1 Q=O 
(19) 
Equations (17), (18), (19) are the basic formulas from which the results in 
the nonsingular case will follow. We now give some lemmas needed to 
exploit these formulas. 
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LEMMA 6. 
(i) Given real numbers z,,, . . . ,z,._ 1, the system 
zq= 5 x&_, q=O,...,e-1, 
r-0 
(20) 
in unknowns xo,.. ., x, _ 1 is solvable if .a& only if the first nonzero term in 
z,,z,,...,z,_, is positive and carries an even subscript. The solution 
xo,...,;r,_, may then be taken to be real. Zf z,=*** =.z+_~=O,Z~~>O, the 
unknowns x,_~,..., x~_~ may be assigned arbitrary real or complex values. 
(ii) Given complex numbers Z,, . . . , Z,_ r, the system 
zQ= E X, TQ-R, Q=O,...,E-1, (21) 
R-O 
in unknowns X0 ,..., XE_l, Y, ,..., Ye - 1 is always solvable. We may in fact 
prescribe X0, . . . , X,_ 1 with X0 #O, and solve for Y,, . . . , YE_ r, or prescribe 
Y o,. .., Y,_, with Y,#O and solve for X,,. ..,Xs_r, 
Proof. 
(i) Lets,=*** =xk_r =O,q#O.Forq<2k-landr<qwethenhave 
x,?~_,=O, since r+(q-r)=q<2k-1, so that either r< k-l (givingx,=O) 
or q-r< k-l (giving x4_‘=O), Thus z+,=*** =zZk_r=O. Also ~s~=j;r,1~ 
>O. For q>2k, we have z,=x&_~+x~__& plus terms in xk+r,.“)x~__k._r. 
Thus, if zsk>O, then taking xk=d12, we can recursively determine real 
values for xk+ r, . . . , x~_~_.~ from (20) for q=2k+l,...,e-1. The terms in 
x,-k,***, x,_ r appear in the equations only with zero coefficients. 
(ii) Set Y,, Y,, . . . , YE _ r equal to fixed elements with Y. nonzero. Then 
(21) becomes a linear system in X0,. . .,XE_r with nonsingular coefficient 
matrix 
0 
Or we may alternatively set X0,. . . , X,_ r equal to fixed values with X,#O 
and solve for Y,, . . . , YE _ r. U 
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Let G ( p,A) be the proposed characteristic polynornial fo_r det( d-g); 
that is, we wish to determine X such that det( @ -M) = G ( @,A). As 
observed above, G ( p,h) must have F( p,h) = det( @ -hB)/m( p., A) as a 
factor; consequently we set 
and wish therefore by appropriate choice of X to construct f( p,h) in such a 
manner that it equals the prescribed in advance g( /J, A). Here f( p,h) and 
g( p,h), if nonzero, are homogeneous of degree N- 1, with N given in (7). 
The proposed polynomial g( p,X), if nonzero, will have the form 
g(P>q=cPum I? (PYt-yq 
N-l-al-... -q-o, 
II wt--h) 
t=1 i=l 
for some nonzero constant c. Here u, is the proposed multiplicity of the 
infinite root in g( p,X), o, is the proposed multiplicity of the finite real root 
yt, t=l,..., Z,andS,,S, ,... are the remaining proposed finite roots of g( p,h), 
either nonreal in conjugate pairs or finite real and different from yi, . . . , yr. If 
g( p,X) is the zero polynomial, take or = . . . = u, = o, = + co. These pro- 
posed multiplicities will play a basic role in the following discussion. 
In order to achieve f( p, A) = g( p,h) we must require that the conditions 
(9), (lo), (11) of Lemma 5 be satisfied. We therefore begin by computing 
d”f(IJ)ldV,=, for fixed t, 1 < t < I, and u =O, 1,. . . ,e,, - 1. Since the 
polynomial m(l,A)/(yi -A) etl contains (y, - A)Q as a factor if i # t, and will 
still contain the factor yt -A after u < et, differentiations, the uth derivative 
of this polynomial will become zero upon evaluation at yt. Similarly, the uth 
derivatives of m(1, X)/(I’, - A)E ‘1 and of m (1, A) become zero upon evaluation 
at yt, if u < e,,. Thus (19) yields 
d”f(U) 
dh” x_ Yr 
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s, o-ACut.!) 
= rzl 9To (-l)e.-1-qyqv!{v-q-A(~t,j)}!-1(-1)9+A(Y’~i) 
o-Nn,i) 
= c 
x [q,o_A(v,,i)_9( _ qdv!q!-’ d9m(1J)(yA-e’1 
%,.:W 
q=o dh” A=?, 
= x v!( - l)Q-‘q!-’ d9m(1,;F;-h)i1 1 . 
Ah&-9 
h=x 
(23) 
(We have used here A(yt, i) = e,, - eti and v < Q.) 
LEMMA 7. For fixed t, a.s v increases, 0 < v < e,,, the right sides of (23) 
constitute a triangular linear system in the quantities 
the diagonal coefficient on the leading term qt, in (23) being 
v!( - y-1 Ii (Yi- Yt)e“ ii jr,- Yt12E’L. (25) 
i=l Z=l 
i#t 
The quantities vto for distinct v do not involve z common term <,,. Indeed, 
for fixed i and increasing v, the term ttiv appears in Q,, precisely when 
v=A(yt,j)+y, O< y<eti. 
Proof. Straightforward; the products in (25) are simply dqm(l, A)(yt - 
A)-“~I/dX’Jl,,, when q=O. n 
We now begin the construction of a matrix X so that det( d--Xi) 
equals the prescribed polynomial G ( p, A) for one fixed (n_- 1)-square sub- 
pencil of @ -AB. Observe this important fact: if fl -xB is obtained by 
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deleting row k and column k of @ --MI, then only elements of X from row k 
appear in the expressions (17), (18), (19) for f( p,A). We shall construct 
elements xifpr,. . ,X,,,,, YUpR, . . . to be in this row k of X such that the 
conditions (9), (lo), (11) of Lemma 5 are satisfied, making certain that at 
least one of these elements to be in row k is nonzero. Then we adjoin in any 
fashion whatsoever n- 1 other rows to obtain a nonsingular X; for this 
nonsingular X,f( p, A) will indeed be given by (17), (18), (19), and because 
the conditions (9), (lo), (11) of Lemma 5 are satisfied, we then know that 
f(P.,V=g(PJ) as required. Thus, when working with a single principal 
subpencil of @ -MI, we are required to produce elements for just one row 
of x. 
We begin by attempting to choose values for the elements x* in the 
given row of X, for fixed t, such that equality (9) holds for 0 < 0 <e,,. We 
make use of the fact (Lemma 7) that (9) is a triangular linear system in the 
quantities qco, 0 < u < e,,. 
Suppose first that values i’, p’ and i”,p” of i and p exist ( p = 1,. . . ,m,, 
j=l , . . . , st) with i” < i’ such that qPP = - +P,,, such that A(y,, i’) =A( yt, i”) 
(mod 2), and also such that A(y,, j’) < u,. Then we are able to construct values 
for the elements xe,p,r, z~,.~.~ of the given row of X such that (9) holds, first 
setting all sV in this row equal to zero for ( j’, p’) # ( i, p) # ( i”, p”). We also 
set ~ti,,~,,, = 0 for all T with 2~ < A( yt, i’) - A( yt, I”) = eqjj - eq,. Then .$,, can be 
nonzero only if i is i’ or i”; more precisely, zws can be nonzero only if 
(i,p) = ( j’,p’) or (i”,p”). FLU&J ermore 
if 4 < A(y,,i’) - A(y,, 1”). Thus 
[see Lemma 6(i) and (17.1)], z~,,~,,~ =0
%I =o if o<A(yt,j’), (26) 
%I= ‘tj”p”%f’p”,A(~,,i’) - A( y,,i”) + %j’p$‘p,O if v=A(yt,j’). (27) 
Because yt is a root of g(l,h) with multiplicity u, > A(y,, i’), the right-hand 
side of (9) is zero for o < A(y,,i’), so that the qti given by (26) indeed cause 
the two sides of (9) to be equal for o < A(y,, j’). For o =A(y,,i’), we obtain (by 
Lemma 7) a real value for ntv to satisfy (9); for this value of qro, we choose 
positive values of the two z terms in the right-hand side of (27) so that (27) is 
satisfied. This is possible because E~,,~,, = - eYPT; and because A(y,, j’) - 
A(y,,i”)=O (mod 2) we are in accord with the conditions laid down in 
Lemma 6(i). (In particular, we get a nonzero value for z~,,~.) For those o 
with A( yt, i’) < 0 < e,,, we next obtain real values for the qh, in the triangular 
system (23) such that (9) holds. Setting 
Ztf’p”,o-A(~,.j”) =o 
when A( yt, i’) < u < e,,, 
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we then have values for all +pSj,, (0 < y < eqj.) and for all Q,,,,, (0 < y < eq,) 
which are realizable in terms of real values of the x~,,~,,,., rYpjr, by Lemma 
6(i). In this way, we arrive at values (not all zero) of the elements xtir 
(O<r<ey, p=l,..., mq, j=l,..., SJ in the given row of X such that the 
conditions (9) of Lemma 5 are satisfied for all v with 0 < v < e,,. 
We may assume now that whenever A(yt, ii) < z)~, A(y,, js) < vtr and 
A(y,, jr) -A(yt, ii) (mod 2), we have eqjh = ecigpp for all choices of pi and p,, 
1< p, ( m,i,, 1( p, Q m,i,. Since the right side of (9) is zero for v < v~, the 
triangular nature of (23) forces nto = 0 for every v < vt. We may write 71~ as 
Each Z, here involves only a single value of j or is empty. Note that the 
values of i which yield nonvacuous Zi in the first part of (28) for a given v 
are precisely the values of i which when v is increased by one yield 
nonvacuous Z f in the second part of (28). For v = 0 only the first part of (28) 
is present; by hypothesis, (18-l), and Lemma 6(i), all z ztiw terms in the 
(only) z, in this part have one sign, and the value of (28 is zero (if vt > 0). 
Consequently, these terms in the first part of (28) are zero for v =0, and 
therefore by Lemma 6(i) the terms in the corresponding x1 in the second 
part of (28) are all zero for v = 1. Since by hypothesis, (18.1), and Lemma 
6(i), all 
? 
ztips terms in the xi in the first part for v = 1 have one sign and the 
value of 28) is zero (if v, > l), we deduce that all terms in the Zi in the first 
part of (28) are zero when v- 1. The values of j which produce Zi in the 
first part of (28) for v = 1 are precisely the values of i which produce Z, in 
the second part of (28) for v = 2, and by Lemma 6(i) the terms in these Ci in 
the second part for v = 2 will then all be zero. All terms 
‘sr 
in the Z i in 
the first part of (28) for v = 2 have one sign, by hypo 
z+, 
esis, (18.1), and 
Lemma 6(i), and the value of (28) is zero for v=2 (if v,>2). Consequently 
these terms in the first part of (28) are zero for v =2. The values of i 
producing Z t in the first part for v = 2 are precisely the values of i producing 
2 i in the second part for v = 3, and by Lemma 6(i) the terms in these Z i in 
the second part for v = 3 will then all be zero. We continue in this way. If 
v* > et,, we eventually deduce that every .& is zero, thus every ztip4 is zero, 
implying by Lemma 6(i) that every x*=0 for which 2r < eti - 1, and with 
arbitrary real values possible for those R+,, for which 2r > eq. (Thus we get a 
nonzero value for some x* if e,, > 2, but only zero values if e,, = 1.) On the 
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other hand, if v, < e,,, we deduce that every tti,s4 =0 for which 29 <v,- 
A( yt, f) [yielding x* =O for r<t{~~-A(y~,j)}, p=l,...,m,.]; and for v=vt 
Eq. (28) then becomes [only the first part is present, since all first parts in 
(28) for u < 21, - 1 are zero] 
(29) 
All terms here have a common sign, by hypothesis; denote it by er, with 
5, = 0 if the Z i in (29) are all empty. The left-hand side of (9) has for u = u, 
only a single term, the term being that involving vto, (since qru = 0 for v < ut), 
and by (25) and (29) the sign of this term is 
52(-1) Q- l sign fi ( yi - yt)e'l z -q-l) # offiniterealrwtsofm(p,h) <Y, * (30) 
i-l 
ift 
(The symbol # denotes number.) By the hypothesis that ut is the multiplicity 
of yt in g(l,A), we know that g(l,X) has the form c(y,-h)%(h), where yt is 
not a root of h(h). [See below (22).] Differentiation vt times followed by 
evaluation at yt yields an expression with sign 
signc*(-I)“signh(y,) =signc.(-l)‘“f”“‘terealrootsofg(~,h) <Yt. (31) 
In order for (9) to be satisfied when v= vt, it is therefore necessary that (30) 
and (31) be equal; conversely, if these signs are equal, we can find values for 
the terms in (29) and thus by Lemma 6(i) get real values for certain x* so 
that (9) holds when u = ut. Thus (9) is solvable when u = ut < et, if and only if 
%(--1) #off-initereaIroot.9ofm(p,h) <yt = -signc*( - 1) # of finite red roots of g(p.h) < ‘I, 
(32) 
The condition (9) of Lemma 5 is now easily satisfied for all u with 
U, < u < e,, when (32) is fulfilled. We simply take a value of i. call it ja, 
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corresponding to a nonempty sum 
( j, p) # ( j,,, 1). Then qh, reduces to 
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in (29), and set .ztiw -0 for all i,p,q with 
% = ‘&o-Ahjo) = ~ytztjol,o-A(~,.i& 0 >A(~,,jo). (33) 
The values of the ntv found from the triangular system embodied in (9) are 
put into (33), yielding values for the ztiolq which [by Lemma 6(i)] are 
realizable in terms of real values of elements xtiOrr, not all zero; note that 
vt ~A(y,,j,,) (mod 2), by assumption. Condition (9) of Lemma 5 is then 
satisfied. 
We therefore conclude that (9) can always be satisfied by appropriate 
choice of real values for the elements x*, not all zero, in the given row of X, 
O<r<e+ l< pGrnti, i=l,.,., st, except that if o, < e,, and %,p,= %opp for 
all iI, is, pl, pz with A(Y,,~) EA.(Y~,~J (mod 5% A(ut,il) ( v,, 4ut,jz) ( vt, then 
we can satisfy (9) if and only if (32) is satisfied [for use later, note that in this 
case we must have xtipa = * * * = z* = 0 when r < 6 {v, - A(y,, i)}]; and also 
except that we can only use zero values for the x* if e,,= 1 < vt and the 
inertial signatures for yt are all of one fixed sign. 
We next turn to the condition (10) of Lemma 5, for the nonreal roots. 
Parallel to the derivation of (23), we find that 
x &Lo-A&J)-Q 
A&J): o - Q 
v!(-1) Q. E,.,-1 f-1 
x dQ m(M) 
dXQ (I’T-X)ET~ h_rr 
0 < v < ET,. (34) 
As before, for fixed T and increasing v, 0 < v < E,,, (34) [i.e., the left side of 
(lo)] is a nonsingular triangular linear system in the quantities 
We wish to choose values for the elements X,, YTIpA in our fixed row of X 
so that (10) holds. This condition (10) yields values of the pro, 0 < v < Err. 
We set all 
&‘,Q=O for J>l, (35) 
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and then 
PTo = fTIOY 0 < v <ET,. (36) 
By Lemma 6(“) u , we may choose values for the elements X,, Y,,,, in the 
fixed row of X so that (35) and (36) both hold. Indeed, for fixed TIP and 
variable R, 0 < R < ET,, we may specify fixed nonzero values either for the 
X TJPR Or for the ‘T,F’R ’ In any event, we certainly produce a nonzero element 
in the given row of X, and the condition (10) is satisfied. 
We turn next to the infinite root, and wish to choose values for the 
elements xrnw, invoking the condition (11) of Lemma 5. The powers X N- ’ - ” 
described in (11) occur only in the second block of terms in (19), all other 
blocks having exponents on X no higher than ei, + . * * + e,, + 2E,, + . . . + 
2ErA,-l=N-e,,- 1. The polynomial m(l,A) has the form m(l,h) 
= %-em, + 1.. +uJ~-~-~, where uO,...,uN_e are constants, u,#O. 
ting us =0 if q > N- e,,, the coefficient on r’-l-o in (19) for p= 1 
fixed o is then 
s, v-A(m,j) s, o-A(m,i) 
- rzr qxo bj,o-Ab.j,+q 
Set- 
and 
0 
=- ci C 5,i,,-q-a(m,i) oqP O< 0 <e,i. (23’) q-o A(c&o-q 1 
Let 
By (23’), the condition (11) of Lemma 5 constitutes a triangular linear system 
in the qmo, 0 < v < e,,, in which the coefficient in the diagonal terms is not 
(25) but 
- ua. (25’) 
We may now follow with little change the discussion in the case of finite 
real roots. We find that elements x mipr may be chosen, at least one nonzero, 
SO that (11) is satisfied, except that if v,i < cool with E,~,~,= l ooi,Ps for all ir, 
is, pi, ps with A(~,ji)=A(co,js) (mod 2), A(co,jJ 6 urn, A(m,jJ < Us, then 
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we can satisfy (11) if and only if the sign of the highest nonzero coefficient in 
g(l,x) (i.e., the coefficient on the N- 1- 0, power of h) is the same as the 
sign of - a,~,; here em denotes the common sign of the inertial signatures 
E+, for which A(cc,j) < Us, A(csJ,~)Gu, (mod 2), with coo=0 if there are no 
such inertial signatures; and also, when L),~ > e,, = 1 and the inertial 
signatures for co are all of one sign, we can satisfy (11) only by using zero 
elements in X. The condition that the sign of the leading coefficient of g(l,X) 
is the same as that of - a,,~~ is the infinite counterpart to (32) and is just 
%o( - 1) # of finite red roots of m&,X) = -signc*( - 1) * of finite red roots of g(p,X) . (32’) 
This is because 
a,=(-1) # of finite red roots of m(p,X) , 
and the leading coefficient of g (1, A) is 
cq-1) 
# of finite real roots of g(fi,X) 
We have almost completed the proof of the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5. Let @ -u denote a pencil of n X n Hermitian matrices 
A, B which is nonsingular, i.e., with characteristic polynomial det( fl- hB) 
#O. Set 
q!J,q= 
det( @ -XB) 
m(O) ’ 
where m( r~,h) is the minimal polynomial of +4 -AB, and let I-LA-Xi denote 
the principal subpencil of fl- AB obtained by deleting a fixed row and the 
same column. Then a polynomial G ( p,X), _zero y homogeneous of degree 
n - 1, is the characteristic polynomial of @ - hB, for some pencil fi - M3 
with prescribed rooti, elementary divisors, and inertial signatures, if and 
only if F(P.YIG(P,~, G(P,~ h as real coefficients, and the following 
additional conditions (a), (b) are satisfied, in which g( ~1, A) = G ( p,h)/ 
F(P,V: 
(a) g( p, A) # 0 when @- AB has only (finite or infinite) real roots with 
all elementary divisors linear and no root having both positive and negative 
inertial signatures. 
(b) when g(pJ) is nonzero, with c its leading coefficient [ = leading 
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coefficient of g(1, -X)], the equality 
q-1) 
# of finite red roots of m(p,X) < y = -signc*(-1) # of finite real root.9 of g (p, A) < y 
(37) 
shall be satisfied for each finite or infinite real root y of @ -AB for which 
conditions (b,), (b,) both hold: 
(b,) the multiplicity (call it u,) of y in g( /.L,A) is strictly less than the 
multiplicity of y in m( p,h); 
(b,) the inertial signatures of all elementary divisors of ALA - AB belonging to 
y with deficiency not exceeding u,, and of equal parity (mod 2) are the same, 
4 denoting the common value of the inertial signatures for the elementary 
divisors belonging to y having deficiencies not exceeding and of the same 
parity as 4, with e.r = 0 if there are no such elementary divisors. 
Proof All that remains to be proved is condition (a). We have already 
seen that if the real (finite or infinite) root y has only linear elementary 
divisors and inertial signatures of one sign, then V~ > 1 implies that the 
corresponding elements of X must be zero. Let there be only real roots with 
linear elementary divisors and without inertial signatures of both signs. Set 
g( p, A) = 0; then vv > 1 for every y, implying that X has a zero row. This is 
impossible. If g( p,h) #O, we cannot have o? > 1 for every y, since this would 
mean degg( p,h) > N, contrary to degg( p,X)= N- 1. When g( p,A)#O, we 
will therefore obtain at least one nonzero element in the given row of X, and 
so a nonzero polynomial g( p, A) is realizable. n 
REMARK. The infinite root is regarded as + co, so that (37) for y = cc 
becomes (32’). If we set g( y, - co)=signc, as is natural, then (37) becomes 
eJ-I) 
# of finite real roots of m ( p, A) c y 
=_Signg(~,_~CO)(_~l)#offi~it~~eal~~~~fg(~,h)C~, 
this to hold for each finite or + cc real root y satisfying both (b,) and (b,). 
6. SIMULTANEOUS DETERMINATION OF THE 
CHARACTERISTIC POLYNOMIALS OF SEVERAL SUBPENCILS 
Our objective now will be to determine the maximum number of 
(n - l)-square principal subpencils of the n-square nonsingular Hermitian 
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pencil fl -AB to which the conditions of Theorem 5 can be simultaneously 
and independently applied. This maximum number will be seen to differ 
according as zero is, or is not, a possible characteristic polynomial of a 
subpencil. Accordingly, we discuss these two cases separately. 
NOTATION. Let yi be a (finite or infinite) real root of fl --MI. Select a 
pair of elementary divisors for yi with opposite inertial signatures and 
degrees congruent (mod2) for which the degree of the lower-degree member 
of the pair is as high as possible. We let eji, denote the degree of the 
lower-degree member of the pair; thus i’ = i’(yi) depends on this root yi. If 
there does not exist a pair of elementary divisors as just described, put 
i’(yi) = sj + 1 and eii, = 0. Let V(yi) = e,, - eii. be the deficiency of the ele- 
mentary divisor just described. As before, mii will denote the multiplicity of 
an elementary divisor. 
Let K =2x+_ ,Z~_iMIIErI denote the number of nonreal roots of fl- 
AB. Denote by [x] the largest integer not exceeding a real number x. 
THEOREM 6. Suppose that the zero polynomial is allowable as the 
characteristic polynomial of a principal (n- 1)-square subpencil of the 
n-square nonsingular Hermitian pencil t.4 -AB. Then the necessary and 
sufficient conditions in Theorem 5 giving the allowable characteristic poly- 
nomials of one principal (n - 1)-square subpencil may in fact be applied 
simultaneously and independently to % (but not to more) principal (n- l)- 
square s&pencils, where 
+ mi,i,Cv,)ei,i,(u,) + * . * + msei,, 
) 
. 
Proof, We first show that the conditions of Theorem 5 cannot be 
simultaneously applied to more than % of the (n - I)-square principal 
subpencils. Suppose we can apply the conditions of Theorem 5 simul- 
taneously to 9R principal (n - l)-square subpencils of 4 - AB. For each of 
these 9R subpencils take the characteristic polynomial to be the zero 
polynomial, so that yt may for each characteristic polynomial be regarded as 
a root of multiplicity v,= V(yJ. In the proof of Theorem 5 it was observed 
(for one fixed subpencil) that this forced zero elements into certain positions 
in the fixed row of X-specifically, if i < i’( yt), into the positions x* with 
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0 < r < i {u, - A( yt, i)}. [Apply the argument below (28), increasing u in unit 
steps from 0 to u, - 1.1 This gives a batch of [ { ut - A( yt, j) + l} /2] zero entries 
in the fixed row of X, and one such batch for each p = 1,. . . ,m,, 1 < j < j’, 
and t = 1,. . . , I, 00. Doing this for ‘!nL rows of X, we see that X (after a 
rearrangement of its rows and columns) takes the form 
x= x11 0 
[ 1 x21 G2 ; (38) 
the zero block here has ‘3% rows and 
~,= 5 c 2 [ v(YJ-y+l] 
(39) 
t=1 i<i’(y,) p=l 
columns. Thus X,, has n - %I rows and 9R, columns, and if n - ‘%L < ‘%L,, 
the columns of X,, are dependent. This, however, would force dependent 
columns in X, a contradiction. Thus n - Gsrc > TR,, or 
9R<n-9TLl=K+1~ i 2 eti-9R,. 
t-1 f=l p=l 
For i < j’( y,) we have [using V( yt) = et, - eqj(,), A(Y~, j) = et1 - eql 
V(Y,)-A(~,,i)+l 
eq- 2 ] =eq_[ s;+y =[ TyLf]; 
thusn-Gm,=%,andwehaveshownthat 9R<<. 
We now give the converse argument. Assign roots to % principal 
(n - l)-square subpencils of /.LA - hB in any manner consistent with Theorem 
5. This produces a set of % rows with real entries in a proposed matrix X. 
These rows may be linearly dependent. We are going to show how to 
introduce a real parameter (Y into certain positions in these rows, thereby 
changing X but not (as we shall show) changing the characteristic poly- 
nomials of any of the 9L principal subpencils. We will show how to choose (Y 
so that these 92 rows are linearly independent. These 9Z rows may then be 
augmented with n - % rows to produce a nonsingular X. For this X, the % 
principal (n - l)-square subpencils will then have the prescribed char- 
acteristic polynomials, and the proof will be complete. n 
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We are going to try and introduce (Y so that it appears in main diagonal 
positions in X and as few off-diagonal positions as possible. We need the 
following lemmas, augmenting Lemma 6. 
LEMMA 8. Assume that x O,. . . ,x~_~ in (20) are real. Throughout (20) 
substitute x, + ia, in place of x,, r=O, . . . , e - 1, where CQ,. . . ,‘Y~_~ are real. 
Then zq is replaced with 
Q 
zq+ z cu,aq-,~ q=O,...,e-1. 
r=O 
For fixed s, 0 < x < (e - 1)/2, there exist real constant.s a,=O= * . . = a,_ 1 
=0, a,=l, a,+l ,..., a,_, independent of the real variable a (but dependent 
on the choice of the ? sign) so that 
for q<2s, 
5 I 
0 
ff2 for q=2s, 
(YI(yQ-r= 
r=O *a2 for q=2s+l (if 2s+l<e-l), 
0 for e-l>q>2s+l (if 2s+l<e-l), 1 
when ar=a,a for r=O,...,e-1. 
Proof. The first part is direct computation; for the second we require 
that 
4-s 
rzsa,aq_,= :1 for q=2s+l, 
1 
for q=2s, 
0 for q>2s+l. 
As in Lemma 6, we may solve this system recursively. This proves the 
existence of the required constants. W 
LEMMA 9. Substitute aYo, aY,, . . . ,cYY~ in place of Y,, . . . , Y, in (21), and 
hold Z O,...,ZE_-l fixed (k fixed, O< k< E-l); here Y,#O. Then the com- 
plex numbers X0, . . ., X,_, satisfying (21) become functions of a which 
approach zero as a + cc. 
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Proof. We may rewrite (21) in matrix form as 
1 
r,_,/r, . 
0 
xcl 
Xl 
1 X,-i 
After making substitutions as indicated in the statement of the lemma, the 
column vector on the left-hand side has entries approaching zero as (Y+OO, 
with the matrix on the right-hand side having bounded entries and de- 
terminant 1. Its inverse therefore has bounded entries, so that the column 
vector on the right-hand side must approach zero. n 
A similar lemma holds with the roles of the X’s and Y’s interchanged. 
Let us index the rows of X in the same way that the columns are indexed, 
as shown in (14) and the discussion between (16) and (17). Thus we have eii 
rows in X bearing names iipr for 0 < T < eij; and this for 1 < p < mii, 1 < j 
-G si, 1 < i < 1, 00. The main-diagonal position in the row labeled iipr is 
occupied by xi@, that is, the column is indicated by the subscript, the row in 
question by context. We also have 2Er, rows in X bearing names ZJPR 1 and 
ZJPR2 for O<R<E,,; l<P<MI,, l<J<S,, l<Z<L We number the 
rows so that for fixed ZJP, the block of consecutive rows named ZJPR 1 for 
0 < R < EI, - 1 stands immediately above the block of consecutive rows 
named ZJPR 2 for 0 < R < EI, - 1. The main diagonal position in row ZJPR 1 is 
occupied by XIlpR, and in row ZJPR2 by YupR. All rows of X are now 
accounted for, and we may assume (after a permutation similarity of fl- 
XB) that the ?JZ principal minors of fl -XB to be examined arise from rows 
ijpr with r=O,..., eii-1 if j>i’(yJ, and with eii-[~{eii+ei~(u,j}]<r<eij-l 
if i < j’(yi); 1 < p < mii, 1 < i < si, 1 < i < 2, co; and also from rows ZJPR 1, 
ZJPR2 for R=O,..., E,-1; l<P<Mr,, l<J<Sr, l<Z<L. That is, dele- 
tions of one of these rows and the same column yields one of the % 
principal subpencils with prescribed characteristic polynomial. Of course, all 
entries in any of these rows have already been found when Theorem 5 was 
applied to each of these principal subpencils; we are now to modify these 
entries so as to produce a set of linearly independent rows. 
We will assume that in any row ZJPR 1, the application of Lemma 6(ii) 
was such that Xr,r,, . . . ,X,,,,,_ r are fixed and nonzero, with 
Y IIpO~“‘~YUp,E”-1 being solved for. We also assume the reverse in any row 
ZJPR 2, i.e., that YrIpo, . . . , Y,r,,,,_ i are fixed and nonzero, with 
X UPO~“‘~XUp,E,-1 being solved for. 
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For fixed I, J, P, R, replace the elements Xr,rO, . . . , XIJpR in row ZJPR 1 with 
(extra, . . . , (IIX~~~, leaving XUPs + r, . . . , Xr,r, Err _ r unchanged. Holding fixed all 
Z.... corresponding to elements in row ZJPR 1, the elements YvpO,. . . , YUr,sU _ r 
of row ZJPR 1 become functions of a which approach zero as (Y becomes 
large. Do this for R =0, 1,. . . , EIJ- 1, i.e., do this in a set of rows, the 
particular modification depending on the row. Then, for the same I, J, P, 
replace the elements YrJrO,. . . , YIIpR in row Z.fPR 2 with aYr,r,a, . . . , cuYU,,, 
leaving Yr,P, R + 1) 9 * * ) YIJP, Ev - 1 unchanged. Holding fixed all Z.... corresponding 
to elements of row ZJPR2, the elements Xr,rO,. . . , X I,p,Eu_ 1 or row ZJPR 2 
become functions of a which approach zero as LY becomes large. Do this for 
R=O , . . . , El, - 1, i.e., for a set of rows, the particular modification depending 
on the row. ‘these changes in certain rows of X leave all Z.... corresponding 
to each of these rows unaltered, and therefore leave unaltered the character- 
istic polynomials obtained from any row numbered ZJPR 1 or ZJpR2 for 
O<R<E,,, l<P<Mr,, l<J<Sr, l<Z<L. Further, for fixed ZIP, the 
2Er,-square main-diagonal block in X at the intersection of rows and columns 
numbered Z.fPR 1, ZJPR 2 for 0 < R < E, has the form 
a constant 
(Y (Y 
rational in a 
approaching 0 
rational in a 
approaching 0 
a constant 
(Y (Y 
(40) 
(only elements involving a! being indicated). The non-main-diagonal blocks in 
rows ZJP. * do not involve the parameter (Y. The elements indicated in (40) as 
(Y are in fact nonzero constant multiples of a. For large (Y, the determinant of 
(40) plainly is asymptotic to a nonzero constant multiple of cr2Eu. For large 111, 
therefore, the rows ZJPR 1, ZJPR2 in X as Z,J, P, R range over all values are 
linearly independent. 
The construction for the rows corresponding to real roots is somewhat 
more complicated. We shall add ? ia to certain entries of X. (Here 
i=6i.) 
First, however, note that if i’(Y,) < si, by hypothesis there is an integer 
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j” = i”(y,) such that 
i”(x) < i’(Yi), 
i”(yi) G i’(yi) (mod2), 
Here p’, p” are certain integers with 1 < p’ Q mii,, 1 < p” < miiT,. There may 
be several choices possible for p’ and p”. Select values for p’, p” and keep 
them fixed in the following discussion. 
Notice that if we replace the main-diagonal element xi* in row iipr of X 
with xii, + icu, then we do not change any z.... for this row [in particular, no 
ziips, 0 < 9 < eii - 1, if r> (eii- 1)/2], and change only z+,,s, to ziip,s,+ c? if 
r < (eii - 1)/2. This leads to no change in any kiq for 0 < 9 < eii - 1 if 
T > (eii - 1)/2, but does make z&s, (only) change to $s,+ ei,a2 if r < (eii - 
1)/2. In the latter event, the expression vi0 [see (24) or (28)] for 0 = 2r + ei, - 
eii then changes, the change being the addition of ~,a’, and we must alter 
some other elements in row iipr of X to compensate for this change, in such a 
way that the sum vi0 returns to its original value. If i < j’(yi), we will be able 
to do this compensation only if T > eii - [+(eiY + eij)]. We will therefore 
require that 
eij-[i(eii,+ei,)]<r<eii-1 (41) 
when i < I’, so that compensation is required when 
eii--[.+(eij,+eij)]<r<(eij-1)/2 if j<i’. (42) 
Compensation is required for all r with 
O<r<(eii-1)/2 if j > j’. (43) 
Let us consider a fixed triple of values i,p, r for which compensation is 
required, i.e., with either (42) or (43) in force. If j’(yJ= .si + 1, then we 
cannot have i > i’, i.e., (43) is not in force, and neither is (42), as it then 
becomes eij - [eij/2] < (eij - 1)/2, or [eij/2] > eij/2 + t, an impossibility. 
Thus, when compensation is required, we have i’(yi) < si, and so j” (yi) exists. 
Compensation will be achieved by altering elements only in certain positions 
ii’p’r, 0 < r < eits - 1, or ij”p”r, (eij- - eifs)/2 < r < eirTP - 1, of row iipr of X. 
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First suppose that eii E eii’ (mod2). [This will certainly be the case if ( j,p) 
is (i’,p’) or (i”,p”).] Then also eii- eii,, (mod2), and we have one of eii,,, or 
eii-,- equal to eiip, but not both. If $i, = eii,+ then either i # i” or i = i” and 
p # p”, and we add ia to the element xii,,,,,,,+ Ce,,__ e,,,,z in row iipr. The last 
part of this subscript satisfies r + ( eii” - eii)/2 > eii,, - f (eiY + eij-). This adds 
eij,,r+x2= - eiip&r to the term &j,,,ar+e,__e,, in q, [see (24)] and thus causes v7i0 
to be returned to its original value, th b’ ere emg canceling terms of + a2 and 
- (Y2. If Qip = z*j”P” and (42) or (43) holds, then j # i’ or i = i’ and p # p’, and 
we add - icu (note the minus sign) to the element xiYP, r+Cew_s,j,2 in row ijpr. 
This adds c,~~.“~= - e+a2 to the term &Y,2r+e,._e, in ire [see (24)] and thus 
causes 7jro to be returned to its original value, there again being canceling 
terms of + a2 and - CY~. 
Next suppose eij# eij, (mod 2). Then also eij# eii,, (mod2). In particular 
j# i’ and I# j”. In row ijpr of X we add ia to both xij~p~,r+~e~_eti_1~~2 and 
4j”p”,r+(e,,--ey-1)/2’ 1 The last part of the second subscript satisfies r+ (e,j,, - 
eij -1)/2 > eij,, - (eir + e,i,,)/2.] This alters the terms &Y,2,+,,._,,_ 1 and 
&j”.2r+q.-q,-1 in %,0-l for u - 1= 2r + ei, - eij - 1, but does not affect the 
sum, there being canceling terms + a2 and - (Ye. We then add terms of the 
type constant times icu to the elements xiirPta in row i&r of X for P > T + 
(e,i,- elr - 1)/2, so as to add + a2 to z ii’p,,2r+9_ 4 and nothing to zirP+ for 
v >2r + eij, - e,,.Tbis is possible by Lemma 8. The terms &1,,2r+&_ey and &1,2r 
in qfO for u = 2r + ei, - eij are then augmented by + eiYP,02 and eiipa2, and for 
an appropriate choice of the ? sign, these o2 terms cancel and so qiu is 
restored to its original value. 
By this procedure in row i&r, we add ia to x+,, and in this row also add 
terms of the form constant times ia to certain elements xil,,PM. and xiYP,., the 
elements xirfl ,, all having q > eijsj - (sjj + eiiv)/2. In particular, when ( j, p) 
= ( j’,p’) an$ fsee (43)] 0 < r < (eij, - 1)/2, the “also add” part of the last 
sentence becomes “add icr to the element xij,,Pfl r+(w_4j,2”; and when 
(i,p)=(j”,p”) and [ see (42)] eij,, - ( eij, + eii,,)/2 < r < ( eij” - 1)/2, the “also 
add” statement becomes “add - ia to the element x. 
in row iipr. 
rip’,r+(fy-eq.)/2* ” All this 
Doing this for all i,p (fixed i), and allowable values of r [namely all r if 
i > i’, and r satisfying (41) if i < j’], we get the pattern (44) of ia elements in 
X; (44) is the submatrix of X consisting of rows and columns labelled i&r for 
fixed i, all j and p, and all allowable r, and shows only the added 2 icr 
elements (the original elements of X being ignored). The diagonals in the two 
(rectangular) blocks showing zero diagonal elements each contain [( eiY + l)/ 
21 nonzero elements. The rows passing through block I are rows ij”p”r for 
e n - ( erV + sir,)/2 < r < e,!,, - 1 [see (41)], 
14 are rows ij’p’r for 0 < r < eii’ - 
and the rows passing through block 
l.The blocks labeled * involve elements of 
the type constant times icr. The determinant of (44) is, up to a power of icu, 
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* 
ia 
ia I 
0 
0 
* 
- icw 
- icu 
0 
0 
* 
b I 
2, 
* 
0 
ii- -. 
t(ey-+eqJ q 
columns COltUll~S 
named named 
if”p”t i{‘p’r 
easily seen to equal the determinant of the 2[(eii,+ 1)/2]-square matrix 
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(44) 
which itself has determinant equal to a power of -2c~ Thus (44) has 
determinant equal to a constant multiple times a power of CL 
We are now able to complete the proof. Ranging over all values of iip, all 
allowable T, and all ZJPR 1, ZJpR2, we have introduced terms constant times 
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(Y into GJL rows and % columns of S. The determinant of the submatrix of X 
involving these rows and columns is, insofar as its (Y terms are concerned, a 
direct sum of matrices (40) and (44), and therefore (remembering that it also 
has constant entries) this determinant is a rational function of (Y which is 
asymptotic to cya times a constant as o+co. For sufficiently large cy, 
therefore, this determinant is nonzero. Consequently the % rows of X in 
question are linearly independent. We may then complete X to a full n x n 
nonsingular matrix, and we will then have achieved the goal of prescribing 
the roots of 9Z principal subpencils of fl -M. 
COROLLARY. Suppose for each finite or infinite real root y of the n x n 
nonsingular Hermitian pencil ,uA -hB, the elementay divisors belonging to 
y of maximal degree include a pair with opposite inertial signatures. Then 
the characteristic polynomials of all n principal (n - l)-square subpencils 
may be arbitrarily and independently assigned homogeneous polynomials of 
degree n - 1 or zero with real coefficients. 
We next examine the case excluded from Theorem 6. 
THEOREM 7. Suppose the zero polynomial is not admissible as the 
characteristic polynomial of a principal (n - l)-square subpencil of the 
nonsingular n X n Hermitian matrix pencil ~.LA -AB. (By Theorem 5, this 
means that @ -AB has only finite or infinite real roots with linear ele- 
mentary divisors, no root having both positive and negative inertial signu- 
tures.) Then the number of (n - 1)-square principal subpencils whose roots 
can be independently assigned in accordance with Theorem 5 is 
92 = the multiplicity of the root of fl -XB having the lowest multiplicity. 
Note that the value of % in this case cannot be that given by Theorem 
6, since Theorem 6 would yield % =0 as ei, = 1, eii’(nj=O for each i and 
K =o. 
Proof. Assign roots to the polynomial g( p,X) belonging to a fixed 
subpencil by requiring that g( p,X) be a nonzero constant multiple of 
m(PL,X)/(Pyt-Q f or a fixed value of t. This assignment is in accordance 
with the conditions of Theorem 5: The condition (37) is applicable only to 
the root yt, and the constant c may be chosen to satisfy (37). By the proof of 
Theorem 5, this assignment of roots forces each entry of the given row of X 
to be zero except for the entries xtlP,,, p = 1,. . . ,m,,. (Note: i = 1, s, = 1, e,, = 1 
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holds for all t in the case under discussion.) Suppose this assignment can be 
made for 97, different (n - 1)-square subpencils. After a rearrangement of its 
rows and columns, X takes the form (38), where the Xi, block has 9R rows 
and m,, = the multiplicity of yt columns. If 92 > m,,, the rows of Xi, would 
be dependent and X would be singular. Thus 9R Q m,,, and hence 
OR<%. 
Let now GJL principal (n - 1)-square subpencils have their roots assigned 
in accordance with Theorem 5. Because e,, = 1 for each root, this means, for 
a given row of X, that [see (17.1), (18.1), (24)] only 
are determined. That is, only the absolute values of the entries in any given 
row of X are determined by the requirement that the principal subpencil 
corresponding to this row shall have preassigned roots. We may therefore 
replace each element in the % rows of X by elements of equal modulus. We 
may also, by (45), assume that all ]xtlPo] are equal, for each fixed t and 
p=l,2 ,...,m,,. In each fixed row of X, we may have required Q, = 0 for one 
or several values of t (but not for all t). After a permutation of the % rows 
of X in question, these rows will then take a block-triangular form, caused by 
the possible presence of zero entries, with no zeros in the principal diagonal 
blocks (but possibly zeros in the upper right blocks), 
x11 Xl, Xl, * * * x1,2+1 
0 x22 &!3 *** x2,z+1 
0 0 x, ** * x3,,+,. 
. . . . . . * *a . . . . . . ...*. 
-0 0 0 *** &+1,2+1_ 
(46) 
where Xi, has ml, columns, X, has rnsi columns,. . .,Xl+i,r+i has m,, 
columns. The blocks Xi,, X,, . . . , X, + i, r+ i are not square; indeed, the number 
of rows in (46) is the minimum of m,,, mzl,. . . ,mll, rnml, so that the number 
of rows in any diagonal block cannot exceed the number of columns. Any 
row of Xil,Xss,...,Xr+i r+i has a single nonzero entry across the row. We 
now replace the elements in the diagonal blocks of (46) by elements of equal 
modulus so as to guarantee the independence of the rows of (46): specifi- 
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tally, multiply each element of Xii by the corresponding entry from the top 
portion of a Vandermonde matrix based on the primitive root of unity of 
order m,,. Since this Vandermonde matrix is nonsingular, its rows are 
independent, and then the rows of Xii, being nonzero constant multiples of 
linearly independent rows, are linearly independent. The linear indepen- 
dence of the rows of the diagonal blocks in (46) is easily seen to be sufficient 
to ensure that (46) has independent rows. This completes the proof. n 
7. INTERLACING OF ROOTS 
We shall say that, the n X n Hermitian pencil fl- AB has the interlacing 
property relative to cc if it has only_ finit_” real roots, and if whenever a 
principal (n - I)-square subpencil fl- AB of a conjunctive transform of 
r_1A - hB has only finite real roots its roots interlace the roots of fl- hI?. 
We now characterize this property. 
THEOREM 8. The Hermitian matrix pair A,B has the interlacing pro- 
perty with respect to 00 if and only if(i) B is definite or (ii) B is nonsingular 
and A = yB for some real number y. 
Proof, When A= yB with B nonsingular, the canonical form (3) is 
B = diag(e,,e,, . . . , E,), A = diag(yc,, yc2,. . . , yc,J with each 4 = 2 1. The only 
root is y. The minimal polynomial m( p,X) = yp -X, and the polynomial 
g( p,X) must be a constant. All roots of both r_1A - AB and r_LA - XB” are 
therefore y, and interlacing holds. 
Now suppose B is definite (positive or negative). Since conjunctive 
reduction preserves definiteness and since a definite matrix has nonzero 
diagonal elements all of the same sign, evidently the only blocks allowable in 
the canonical form (3) are type-1 blocks with e = 1 and all inertial signatures 
the same. Thus m( p,X) has simple real roots only with every elementary 
divisor linear and none having inertial signat_ures zf both signs. Theorem 5 
therefore excludes the possibility that det( @ -xB) is the zero polynomial. 
The condition (37) of Theorem 5 is in force whenever y is a root of m( p,h) 
and not a root of g( p,A). If there is only one root y, then g( p,h) is a constant 
and interlacing holds. So assume yi < . . * < yl are the distinct roots of 
@ -hB, with I > 1. If all but one of these is proposed as a root of g( p,X), 
then each must be a simple root of g( p,X), since degg( p,A)= Z- 1, and 
interlacing holds. So let y,, < . . . < yik be those of yi, . . . , yl which are not 
proposed as roots of g( p,A), with k > 2. Then (37) applies to yi,, . . . , yk, so 
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that 
(-I) 
(# of roots of g( ~,)i) < TJ + i, 
=- c signc, t=l,...,k. 
Writing this equation for i,_i and i,, then dividing, we get 
# of roots of g( p,X) in (Y$_,, yit] -i,-- i,_l (mod2). (47) 
Since g( p.,h) has at least i,- it_1 - 1 roots in (Yc_,, YJ (namely 
Yq_l+l’“.’ y&, it follows from (47) that it must have at least i, - i,_l roots, 
i.e., at least one to belong to and correspond to each interval [Y,,Y,+i] for 
X=$-i,..., t i - 1. A count of the roots then shows that we have a full set for 
g( p,h). Interlacing therefore holds for the roots of g( p,X) -and m( p,X), and 
therefore it holds for the roots of det( fl- AB) and det( fl- hB). 
We now go in the converse direction. Suppose fl --M has all roots real 
and finite, and interlacing holds. There are no type-II, -111, or -IV blocks, 
since @ - hB is assumed to be a nonsingular pencil, with finite real roots 
only. There may be one or several distinct real roots. Suppose first there is 
only one; call it y. We claim its elementary divisors must be linear. For 
suppose not. Assign y as a root of g( p,h) with multiplicity 0 and p with 
multiplicity N- 1, where p < y, and choose the constant c so that (37) holds 
(if it is applicable). Since (37) is satisfied, this polynomial g( p, X) is realizable, 
yet for it interlacing fails. This shows that degg= 0, hence degm = 1, and 
thus m( p,X) = PY -A. From this it is immediate by examining (3) that 
A=yB. 
Let there now be at least two roots y1 < * * . < y,. We shall show that 
each root must have linear elementary divisors. If Yt does not, take g( p,X) to 
have y1 ,...,Yt-1,Yt+1,..., yl as roots with the same multiplicity as m( p,A). 
Then (37) can be applicable only at Yt. Give g( IJ.,~) the root p, where p< yl, 
with appropriate multiplicity (at least one) so that g( p,X) then has a full set 
of roots, and then choose c so that (37) holds when Y = Yt. Thus g( p, h) is 
then realizable, and interlacing fails. If interlacing must hold, then we 
deduce that each root yt has linear elementary divisors. 
We next show that each root has inertial signatures of one sign only. For 
suppose this is not the case for Yt. Give g( p,X) simple roots p and 
Y1,...,Yj-l,Y~+l,.‘.‘Yt-l,Yt+l,..., Yr for some i# t. Then (37) can apply only 
at yi. For appropriate c and p < y1 we have a realizable g( p,X) for which 
interlacing fails. Each root therefore has definite inertial signatures. 
We next show that all signatures for different roots must be the same. 
Suppose the signatures for Yi, , . . , Yt_i are equal, but opposite to those for yt. 
Then t > 1. Give g( p,h) roots p, yz,. . . , Y~._~, yt+ 1,. . . , yl but not yl,yt, where 
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p < Y1. Then (37) applies only at Y1 and Yt. Choose c so that it is satisfied at 
Y1. It will then be satisfied at Yt, because the inertial signatures are opposite. 
Thus g( y,h) is realizable, but interlacing has failed. We conclude that all 
inertial signatures are equal. In combination with the fact that only type-1 
blocks with linear elementary divisors are present, this shows that B is 
conjunctive with eZ, e being the common value of the inertial signatures. 
Therefore B is definite. n 
To examine the corresponding question when A has the preferred role, 
we cut the real axis at zero and join its ends by setting + cc = - oo, so that it 
becomes ordered in a natural way. Then we say that the pencil @ -xB has 
the interlacing property (with respect to zero) if fl -XB is nonsingular with 
all roots real (finite or infinite) and nonzero and if whenever the principal _ _ 
subpencil @ - XB of a conjunctive transform of fl- hB has only nonzero 
real roots, its roots interlace the roots of /J,A -hB on the real axis cut at zero 
and joined at +- 00. 
We conclude by characterizing this property. 
THEOREM 9. The pair A, B has the interlacing property with respect to 0 
if and only if (i) A is definite or (ii) A is nonsingular and B = /3A for some real 
number fi. 
Proof. Let B, = A and A, = B. Then y is a root of @ - hB if and only if 
Y -’ is a root of p1A, -h,B,, where pL1= --A, A, = - p. The result now 
follows from Theorem 8. n 
We conclude by remarking that numerous further questions concerning 
the relationship between the invariants of /J,A -xB and the invariants of its 
subpencils await resolution. 
The preliminary investigations leading to this paper were performed in 
collaboration with G. Stevens. It is a pleasure to acknowledge the stimulus 
afforded by working with this talented undergraduate s&lent. 
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